Usually, for bin packing problems, we try to minimize the number of bins used or in the case of the dual bin packing problem, maximize the number or total size of accepted items. This paper presents results for the opposite problems, where we would like to maximize the number of bins used or minimize the number or total size of accepted items. We consider off-line and on-line variants of the problems.
Abstract
Usually, for bin packing problems, we try to minimize the number of bins used or in the case of the dual bin packing problem, maximize the number or total size of accepted items. This paper presents results for the opposite problems, where we would like to maximize the number of bins used or minimize the number or total size of accepted items. We consider off-line and on-line variants of the problems.
For the off-line variant, we require that there be an ordering of the bins, so that no item in a later bin fits in an earlier bin. We find the approximation ratios of two natural approximation algorithms, First-Fit-Increasing and First-Fit-Decreasing for the maximum resource variant of classical bin packing.
For the on-line variant, we define maximum resource variants of classical and dual bin packing. For dual bin packing, no on-line algorithm is competitive. For classical bin packing, we find the competitive ratio of various natural algorithms.
We study the general versions of the problems as well as the parameterized versions where there is an upper bound of 1 k on the item sizes, for some integer k.
Introduction
Many optimization problems involve some resource, and the task for algorithm designers is typically to get the job done using the minimum amount of resources. Below, we give some examples.
Bin packing is the problem of packing items of sizes between zero and one in the smallest possible number of bins of unit size. Here, the bins are the resources. The traveling salesperson problem is the problem of finding a tour which visits each vertex in a weighted graph while minimizing the total weight of visited edges. Here the weight is the resource. Scheduling jobs on a fixed number of machines is the problem of minimizing the completion time of the last job. Here time is the resource.
Each of these problems comes in many variations and there are many more entirely different optimization problems. Since these problems are computationally hard assuming that P = NP, the optimal solution can usually not be computed in reasonable time for large instances, so polynomial time approximation algorithms are devised. For many of these problems, there are interesting variants where the entire instance is not known when the computation must commence. The area of on-line algorithms deals with this problem scenario.
For detailed descriptions of many of these problems and their solutions in terms of approximation or on-line algorithms, see [4, 10, 13] , for instance.
For all of these problems, minimizing the resources used seems to be the obvious goal. However, if the resource is not owned by the problem solver, but is owned by another party who profits from selling the resource, there is no longer agreement about the objective, since the owner of the resource wants to maximize the resources used, presumably under some constraints which could be outlined in a contract. Thus, many of the classical problems are interesting also when considered from the reverse perspective of trying to maximize the amount of resources that are used.
In [1] , the Lazy Bureaucrat Scheduling Problem is considered. Here, tasks must be scheduled and processed by an office worker. The authors consider various constraints and objective functions. The flavor of the constraints is that the office worker cannot sit idle if there is work that can be done, and the office worker's objective is to schedule tasks under these constraints so as to minimize the work carried out; either total work, arranging to leave work as early as possible, or a similar goal. Though it is presented as a toy problem, it is an important view on some optimization problems, and many other problems are interesting in this perspective, provided that the constraints imposed on the problem are natural.
Also other problems have been investigated in this reverse perspective, e.g., longest path [16] , maximum traveling salesperson problem [12] and lazy online interval coloring [9] .
Maximum Resource Bin Packing
In this paper, we consider bin packing from the maximum resource perspective. We consider it as an approximation problem, but we also investigate two on-line variants of the problem. To our knowledge, this is the first time the reverse perspective of a problem has been considered in an on-line setting. Note that the complexity status of the off-line problems studied in this paper is open.
The abstract problem of packing items of a given size into bins has numerous concrete applications, and for many of these, when the resource must be purchased, the reverse problem becomes interesting for one of the parties involved. We use the following concrete problem for motivation.
Assume that we hire a company to move some items by truck from one site, the origin, to another, the destination. Say that the price we must pay is proportional to the number of trucks used. Some companies may try to maximize the number of trucks used instead of trying to get the items packed in few trucks. To prevent the company from cheating us, the following constraint has been placed on the packing procedure:
Constraint 1: When a truck leaves the origin, none of the unpacked items remaining at the origin should fit into that truck.
In the off-line variant, Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, we are given an unlimited number of unit sized bins and a sequence of items with sizes in (0, 1], and the goal is to maximize the number of bins used to pack all the items subject to Constraint 1. A set of items fits in a bin if the sum of the sizes of the items is at most one. In the off-line variant, there must be an ordering of the bins such that no item in a later bin fits in an earlier bin. Explained using the motivating example, Constraint 1 can be illustrated as follows: Trucks arrive at the origin one at a time. A truck is loaded, and may leave for its destination when none of the remaining items can fit into the truck. At this time, the next truck may arrive.
On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing is similar to the off-line version. However, the problem is on-line, meaning that items are revealed one at a time, and each item must be processed before the next item becomes available. Because of the on-line nature of the problem, instead of Constraint 1, the following modified constraint is used:
The company is not allowed to begin using a new truck if the current item fits in a truck already being used.
Thus, the on-line algorithm is allowed to open a new bin every time the next item to be processed does not fit in any of the previous bins. The objective is still to use as many bins as possible. Thus, all partly loaded trucks are available all the time, and whenever an item does not fit, a new truck may pull up to join the others.
We also consider another on-line problem, On-Line Dual Maximum Resource Bin Packing. Here, the number of available bins is fixed. For each item, an algorithm has to accept it and place it in one of its bins, if it is possible to do so. Thus, here a fixed number of trucks have been ordered. In this case, neither Constraint 1 nor Constraint 2 is used; the objective is not to maximize the number of trucks used, since this number is fixed. There are two possible objective functions: the number of accepted items or the total size of the accepted items. In both cases, the objective is to minimize this value. Thus, the truck company wants to pack as few items or as little total size as possible into the trucks, minimizing the fuel needed for each truck, or maybe hoping to get a new order of trucks for the items which do not fit into the fixed number of trucks which have been ordered.
For all three problems, we study the general version as well as the parameterized version where there is an upper bound of 1 k on the item sizes, for some integer k.
A closely related problem is the Bin Covering Problem. In this problem, the algorithm is given a sequence of items and has to place them in bins, while trying to maximize the number of bins that contain items with a total size of at least one. This is quite similar to Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing with bins twice as large and Constraint 1 replaced by the following weaker constraint:
No pair of trucks leaving the origin may have a total load of items that could have been packed in one truck.
The problem is NP-complete but has an asymptotic fully polynomial time approximation scheme (AFPTAS) [14] . Further results on that problem can be found in [2, 7, 8] .
Our Results
For Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, we show that no algorithm has an approximation ratio of more than 17 10 . For the parameterized version, the upper bound is 1 +
The algorithm First-Fit-Decreasing is worst possible in the sense that it meets this upper bound. FirstFit-Increasing is better; it has a competitive ratio of 6 5 and a parameterized competitive ratio of
for k ≥ 2. See Section 2 for a definition of the algorithms.
For On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, we prove a general lower bound of 3 2 on the parameterized competitive ratio for k ≤ 3 and 1 + 1 k−1 for k ≥ 3. We prove a general upper bound of 2 for k ≤ 2 and 1 + 1 k−1 for k ≥ 2. Hence, for k ≥ 3, all algorithms have the same parameterized competitive ratio. We prove that First-Fit, Best-Fit, and Last-Fit all meet the general upper bound.
For On-Line Maximum Resource Dual Bin Packing, we prove that if the objective function is the total number of items packed, no deterministic algorithm is competitive; this also holds for any value of k for the parameterized problem. If the objective function is the total size of the packed items, no algorithm for the general problem is competitive. For the parameterized version, we prove general lower and upper bounds of 1 + The proof of Theorem 3, below, showing that for Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, the approximation ratio of First-Fit-Increasing is 6 5 , uses a new variant of the standard weighting argument. That result also gives a connection between Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing and the relative worst order ratio for on-line algorithms for the classical bin packing problem. The relative worst order ratio [5] is a new measure for the quality of on-line algorithms. Theorem 3 has been used to prove the upper bound on a result comparing First-Fit to Harmonic(k) using the relative worst order ratio [6] . Perhaps other "reverse" problems will have similar connections to the relative worst order ratio.
Notation and Algorithms
The input is a sequence of items, I = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n . For convenience, we identify an item with its size and require that item s i has size 0 < s i ≤ 1 (or 0 < s i ≤ 1 k , for some integer k, for the parameterized problem). The items have to be placed in bins of size one.
For any input sequence I, let ALG(I) be both the packing produced when running ALG on this input sequence and the number of bins used for this packing. In particular, let OPT be an algorithm which produces an optimal packing and thus uses as many bins as possible subject to Constraint 1. Let OPT(I) be both this packing and the number of bins used.
Let SMALL(I) be a packing using the minimum number of bins that the items from I can be packed in without putting items with sizes totaling more than one in any bin, and let SMALL be an algorithm that creates this packing. Note that SMALL is an optimal algorithm from the classical bin packing problem, but for Maximum Resource Bin Packing, it is a worst possible algorithm.
An approximation algorithm ALG is a c-approximation algorithm, c ≥ 1, if there is a constant b such that for all possible input sequences I, OPT(I) ≤ c ALG(I) + b. The infimum of all such c is called the approximation ratio of the algorithm, R ALG . For the parameterized problem, we consider the parameterized approximation ratio, R ALG (k), which is the approximation ratio in the case where all items have size at most 1 k for some integer k.
An important algorithm in this context is First-Fit (FF), which places an item in the first bin in which it fits.
In this paper, we investigate two well known off-line variants of FF in detail:
• First-Fit-Increasing (FFI) handles items in non-decreasing order with respect to their sizes, placing them using First-Fit.
• First-Fit-Decreasing (FFD) handles items in non-increasing order with respect to their sizes, also placing them using First-Fit.
In the on-line variants of the problem, the algorithms receive the input, i.e., the items, one at a time and have to decide where to pack the item before the next item (if any) is revealed.
Similarly to the approximation ratio for approximation algorithms, the performance of deterministic on-line algorithms is measured in comparison with the optimal off-line algorithm OPT [11, 17, 18 ]. An on-line algorithm ALG is c-competitive, c ≥ 1, if there is a constant b such that for all possible input sequences I, OPT(I) ≤ c ALG(I) + b. The infimum of all such c is called the competitive ratio of the algorithm, C ALG . For the parameterized problem, we consider the parameterized competitive ratio, C ALG (k), which is the competitive ratio in the case where all items have size at most 1 k for some integer k.
For the on-line variants, we consider the following natural algorithms, all of which, except for Last-Fit, have been well studied in other contexts:
• First-Fit (FF) as defined previously.
• Last-Fit (LF) is the opposite of FF, i.e., it places a new item in the last opened bin in which it fits.
• Best-Fit (BF) places the item in a feasible bin which is as full as possible, i.e., a feasible bin with least free space.
• Worst-Fit (WF) is the opposite of BF, i.e., it places an item in a feasible bin with most free space.
Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing
For Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, the goal is to maximize the number of bins used, subject to Constraint 1, so there must be an ordering of the bins such that no item placed in a later bin fits in an earlier bin. We show that no algorithm for the problem has an approximation ratio worse than 17 10 . Then, we use the proof that for classical Bin Packing, First-Fit's approximation ratio is 17 10 [15] to prove that FFD has this worst possible approximation ratio. After that we show that FFI has a better ratio of 6 5 .
The first two theorems show a relation between the classical minimization problem for bin packing and this maximization problem. When considering a worst possible algorithm for Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, one considers the algorithm, SMALL, the optimal algorithm for the minimization problem.
Theorem 1 (General upper bound).
For the Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing Problem, any algorithm ALG has a parameterized approximation ratio of
Proof. Consider any multiset of requests, I. The minimum number of bins, m, ALG could use on I is no less than the number of bins used by SMALL.
Consider OPT's packing of I, and create an ordered list I containing the items in I, starting with the items OPT packed in the first bin, followed by those in the second bin, etc., until all items have been included.
By the restrictions on what an algorithm may do, First-Fit packs the items in I exactly as OPT packed the items of I. By [15] , the number of bins, n, used by First-Fit is at most 17 10 m + 2, if k = 1, and at most (1 + Note that the packing by SMALL is the optimal result from the point of view of a client of the truck company. Thus, Theorem 1 implies that if a client checks that Constraint 1 is obeyed, it will pay no more than about 1.7 times what it would pay if the truck company was serving the client's best interests. This gives a bound on how bad such a contract can be from the client's point of view.
We now show that Theorem 1 is tight: First-Fit-Decreasing has this approximation ratio.
Theorem 2. For the Off-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing Problem, the parameterized approximation ratio of FFD is
Proof. The upper bounds follow from the previous theorem. To prove the lower bounds, we use the sequences and proofs from [15] . We observe that FFD produces essentially the same packing as SMALL (OPT in the proofs in [15] ). The packings produced by FF in [15] satisfy Constraint 1, so the results in [15] show that for every positive integer K there exist sequences where FFD uses at most 10K + 1 bins while OPT uses 17K bins. For the parameterized problem, FFD uses K bins and OPT uses at least K + K k
bins. The result follows.
We now turn to the better algorithm, FFI.
Theorem 3. The parameterized approximation ratio of FFI is
We prove the lower bound first.
Lemma 4. The parameterized approximation ratio of FFI is
Proof. For k ≤ 2 we use the following input: n items of size 1 2 and n items of size 1 3 , where n is a large integer divisible by 6. The optimal packing is to put one item of size 1 2 and one item of size 1 3 in each bin. This makes OPT use n bins, each with a fraction of 1 6 empty space. On the other hand, FFI packs n 3 bins, each containing three elements of size 1 3 , followed by n 2 bins, each with two items of size 1 2 . Hence, in total, FFI uses bins, and the ratio follows.
For k = 3 (and k = 2) the fraction
, so we can prove this case with the k ≥ 4 case. For k ≥ 3 we use a slightly more complicated sequence. Let n be a large integer. The input contains FFI uses n(k − 1) bins for the smaller items and n(k + 1)/k bins for the larger ones, which is n(k 2 + 1)/k in total. All the bins are completely full. An optimal packing would be to combine one larger item with k − 1 smaller ones, using n(k + 1) bins. Each bin is thus full by a fraction of
, which makes the packing valid. The approximation ratio for this sequence is thus exactly
Note that in this case, FFI's packing is actually the same as the packing made by SMALL. This is not always the case, though.
Lemma 5. The parameterized approximation ratio of FFI is
Proof. We first prove the case k ≤ 3 which is slightly different from the other cases and has to be treated separately. For this part of the proof, we do not assume an upper bound on the item sizes.
We assign weights to items in the following way. For all items in the interval (0, 1 6 ] (small items), the weight is defined to be equal to the size. An item which belongs to an interval (
] for some i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (large items), is assigned the weight to the total size of items plus empty space in FFI's packing.
Let W be the total weight of the items in a given input sequence. We prove that FFI + 5 ≥ W ≥ 5 6 (OPT − 5), which implies the upper bound.
Consider first the optimal solution OPT. We show that the total weight of items is at least W ≥ 5 6 (OPT − 5). To show that, we claim that all bins in OPT, except for at most five bins, have items of weight at least 5 6 . First, consider the bins containing at least one small item. Due to Constraint 1, there is at most one such bin whose total sum of item sizes is less than 5 6 . Note that the weight of an item is at least its size. A bin which contains items of total size of at least 5 6 has weight at least that amount. A bin which contains an item larger than 1 2 has weight at least 1. Therefore, we only need to consider bins containing only items in ( ]. We define a pattern to be a multiset of numbers in whose sum is at most 1. The type of a pattern is the inverse of the smallest number in it. A pattern P of type j is a maximal pattern if adding another instance of 1 j to P , would not result in a pattern, i.e. P ∪ { 1 j } is not a pattern. The pattern of a bin is the multiset of the weights of its items.
For each j = 2, 3, 4, 5, the packing has at most one bin whose pattern is of type j but is not maximal. We show that a bin of any maximal pattern has weight at least }. Consider a maximal pattern of type 4. We need to show that the sum of elements in the pattern is at least 5 6 . Let a, b, c be the amounts of 1 2 , 1 3 , and 1 4 in the pattern. If the sum is less than 5 6 , we have . This gives 9 < 6a + 4b + 3c < 10. Since a, b, c are integers, this is impossible. Similarly, consider a maximal pattern of type 5. Let a, b, c, d be the amounts of , and 1 5 in the pattern. If the sum is less than 5 6 , we have . This gives 48 < 30a + 20b + 15c + 12d < 50 or 30a + 20b + 15c + 12d = 49. Since a, b, c, d are non-negative integers, this combination is impossible.
Consider now the packing of FFI. We show that the total weight of items is at most W ≤ FFI + 5. Note that the algorithm actually acts as Next Fit Increasing and never assigns an item to an old bin once a new bin is opened. A bin of FFI is called a transition bin if it has both at least one small item and at least one other item, or it has only large items, but it contains items of distinct weights. The last case means that the algorithm is done packing all items of weight 1 j for some 5 ≥ j ≥ 2 and has started packing items of weight
. Therefore, there are at most five transition bins. In any other bin, the sum of the weights of the items is at most one; this is clear if there are only small items whose weights are equal to their sizes. For other items, there are j items of weight 1 j in a bin containing only such items. For the transition bins, the total weight of items whose size is at most one can be at most 2, so for each of these five bins there is excess weight of 1, giving W ≤ FFI + 5. Hence OPT ≤ 6 5 FFI + 11.
We now prove the lemma for k ≥ 4. We slightly revise the definitions. Items are small if they are in the interval (0, ]. The weight of a small item is its size. An item which belongs to an interval (
] for some i = k, k + 1, k + 2, is assigned the weight
Consider the optimal solution OPT. We show that the total weight of items is at least W ≥ (k 2 + 1)(OPT − 4)/(k 2 + k). To show that, we claim that all bins except for at most four bins have items of weight at least (k 2 + 1)/(k 2 + k). First, consider the bins containing at least one small item. Due to Constraint 1, there is at most one such bin whose total sum of items is less than
(which holds for all k ≥ 3).
Note that the weight of an item is at least its size. A bin which contains items of total size at least
has weight at least that amount. We need to consider bins containing only items in (
We define a pattern to be a multiset of numbers in
whose sum is at most 1. Again, we define the type of a pattern as the inverse of the smallest item in it.
For each j = k, k + 1, k + 2, the packing has at most one bin whose pattern is of type j but is not maximal. We show that a bin of any maximal pattern has weight at least
Consider a maximal pattern of type k + 1. We need to show that the sum of elements in the pattern is at least
. Let a and b be the amounts of in the pattern. If the sum is less than 1 The paper [3] showed a similar result on patterns for a different purpose.
. This gives k 2 < (k + 1)a + kb < k 2 + 1. Since a and b are integers, this is impossible. Similarly, consider a maximal pattern of type k + 2. Let a, b, and c be the amounts of
, and 1 k+2 in the pattern. If the sum is less than
We need to exclude the existence of an integer solution for a, b, and c. Assume that such a solution exists. Note that a+b+c < k +2, since otherwise the left hand side is at least k(k+1)(k+2) > k(k+1) 2 +1. Also note that a+b+c > k−1, since otherwise the left hand side is at most (k+1)(k+2)(k−1) < k(k+1) 2 +1. If a+b+c = k+1 we get (a+b+c)(k 2 +k)+2a(k+1)+kb = k(k+1) 2 +1. Simplifying, we have 2a(k+1)+kb = 1, which is clearly impossible. If a + b + c = k, we need that 2a(k + 1)
, so 2a − 1 must be divisible by k. Clearly, a cannot be zero. Since 0 < a ≤ k and a is an integer, the only value it can have is 
On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing
For On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing, the goal is to maximize the number of bins used subject to Constraint 2, so the algorithm is only allowed to open a new bin if the current item does not fit in any open bin. Note that the optimal algorithm must process the requests in the same order, obeying Constraint 2, even though it "knows" the entire sequence in advance. We have matching lower and upper bounds for most algorithms, and we conjecture that the algorithm Worst-Fit (WF) has an optimal competitive ratio of 3 2 . Theorem 6 (General upper bound). For the On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing Problem, any algorithm ALG has a parameterized competitive ratio of
Proof. For k = 1, this is proven using the fact that for any algorithm, all bins, except possibly one, are at least half full. For k ≥ 2, we use the fact that all bins, except possibly one, are full to at least
For k ≥ 3, Theorem 6 is tight for deterministic algorithms:
Theorem 7 (General lower bound). Any deterministic on-line algorithm ALG has a parameterized competitive ratio of
The theorem follows from Lemmas 8 and 9 handling the cases k ≤ 2 and k ≥ 3 respectively.
Lemma 8.
There exists a family of sequences I n with items no larger than 1 2 such that OPT(I n ) → ∞ for n → ∞ and, for any deterministic on-line algorithm ALG,
Proof. The sequence is given in phases. Each phase begins with 1 2 , ε, 1 2 , ε , where ε < 1 12 . For this sequence, there are two possible packings:
If the on-line algorithm chooses the first packing, the sequence continues with 2ε,
− 3ε , filling up the two on-line bins. An optimal off-line algorithm chooses the second packing, places the 2ε-item in the second bin, and opens a new bin for the last two items. Thus, OPT uses three bins, and has all bins filled to at least
If the on-line algorithm chooses the second packing, the sequence continues with − 4ε, ε, ε . In this case, an optimal off-line algorithm chooses the first packing, and thus opens a new bin for the first two of the last four items. The last two items are placed in the first two bins. Again, OPT uses three bins and has all bins filled to at least 1 2 + 2ε.
Since each on-line bin is filled completely and each off-line bin is filled to at least 1 2 + 2ε, this can be repeated arbitrarily many times, with the result that ALG uses two bins per phase and OPT uses three bins per phase.
Lemma 9. For k ≥ 3, there exists a family of sequences I n with items no larger than 1 k such that OPT(I n ) → ∞ for n → ∞ and, for any deterministic on-line algorithm ALG,
Proof. The sequence consists of an initial subsequence followed by n phases. Let 0 < ε < 1 4k 2 (n+1) be a very small constant. The sequence is constructed in such a way that after the initial subsequence, and also after every phase, OPT has the first bin filled to The rest of the sequence is given in n phases. Each phase starts with
No algorithm can open more than k − 1 bins for these k(k − 1) items. Actually, any algorithm uses exactly k − 1 bins for the sequence, since the total size of the 1 k items is larger than k − 2.
We consider two cases, according to how the on-line algorithm distributes the first items of the current phase.
• Case A: ALG assigns exactly the amount k−1 k + ε to each new bin. In this case, ALG assigns the items exactly as Worst-Fit would do, for example, the packing for k = 4 looks as follows. In this case, we add (k − 3) × ε, 2ε to the phase. Since there are only k − 2 additional items, at least one bin opened by ALG in the current phase is full exactly up to
OPT places the items such that all of its bins are filled to exactly k−1 k + 2ε except for the first bin which is filled to
Next, we order the bins used by ALG in this phase (not including the first bin if it was used) in order of how much space they have left in non-increasing order. Let s i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 be the space left in bin i of this phase by this ordering. Then
The first bin has at most 1 k − 2kε space left. All remaining bins of ALG are completely full. We now add k − 1 items with sizes s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k−1 to the phase. These will fit exactly in the k − 1 bins. After this all the bins of ALG, except for the first bin, are completely full.
After the k − 2 additional items, all of OPT's bins have at most 
This is between (k + 1)ε and 2kε. ALG has to place this in the first bin, whereas OPT can place it in its new bin such that all of OPT's bins except the first are exactly k−1 k + 2ε full.
• Case B: After the first part of the phase, ALG does not have + 2ε, and the last one receives the larger item for the same purpose. These items are placed in the first bin by ALG (since all its other bins are full).
Note, that in either case we place one or more items of a total size of at most 4kε in ALG's first bin. Since ε < 1 4k 2 (n+1)
, the space needed in the first bin is
We get ALG(I n ) = (k−1)n+1 whereas OPT(I n ) = kn+1. Hence, ALG(
By Theorems 6 and 7, any on-line algorithm has the same competitive ratio for k ≥ 3, i.e., the only possible gap is for k ≤ 2. For this case, we consider the algorithms First-Fit, Best-Fit, Last-Fit, and Worst-Fit.
Theorem 10. For the On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing Problem, the parameterized competitive ratio of FF and BF is
Proof. The upper bound follows from Theorem 6, and the lower bound for k ≥ 3 follows from Theorem 7. Thus, we only need to prove the lower bound of 2 for k ≤ 2. To this end, consider the sequence 1 2 , ε n , where n is a large odd integer and ε ≤ 1 2n
. FF as well as BF puts all the small items in the first bin, using 1 + n−1 2 bins in total. OPT on the other hand distributes the small items one per bin, using n bins. This gives a ratio arbitrarily close to 2 for n arbitrarily large.
Theorem 11. For the On-Line Maximum Resource Bin Packing Problem, the parameterized competitive ratio of LF is
Proof. Again, we only need to prove the lower bound of 2 for k ≤ 2. Let n be a large integer and ε ≤ 1 8n−4
. The input is given in three phases:
Both algorithms, LF and OPT, use n bins for the first 2n items, putting one item of size 1 2 and one item of size ε in each bin.
LF puts all items from phase two in the last bin. It then packs the large items of phase three in the first n − 1 bins and the small items of phase three in the last bin, using only n bins. OPT, on the other hand, distributes the items of phase two evenly in the n open bins, and is able to open a new bin for each of the n − 1 pairs of items in phase three.
This gives a ratio of 2n−1 n which is arbitrarily close to 2 for n arbitrarily large.
Investigation of Worst-Fit seems to indicate that it works very well in comparison with the other algorithms studied here. However, the gap between the lower bound of 
On-Line Maximum Resource Dual Bin Packing
For this problem, there are exactly n bins. An item cannot be rejected if it fits in some bin, but there are no constraints as to which bins the algorithm may use, except that no bin may be filled to more than 1. As mentioned in the introduction we consider two objective functions: the number of accepted items and the total size of the accepted items. For both objective functions, no deterministic algorithms is competitive if no bounds are put on the item sizes.
Theorem 13. For the On-Line Maximum Resource Dual Bin Packing Problem with accepted total size as cost function, no deterministic algorithm is competitive in general.
Proof. Let n ≥ 2 be the number of available bins, and let ALG be any deterministic algorithm. The input sequence is constructed in up to n rounds. In round i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, n items of size ε are given, for some small ε > 0. If, after the ith round, ALG has one or more bins with fewer than i items, then an item of size 1 − ε(i − 1) is given. OPT distributes all i · n ε-items with i items in each bin, and can thus reject this large item. The performance ratio is then
For ε arbitrarily small, this ratio can be arbitrarily large.
If, after n − 1 rounds, ALG has n − 1 items in each of its n bins, we give an item of size nε, and then n − 1 items of size 1 − ε(n − 1). ALG has to accept all these items. OPT arranges the first items, including the item of size nε, such that all bins are filled to nε. It can then reject all the large items. This gives a performance ratio of ALG(I) OPT(I) = n 2 ε + (n − 1)(1 − ε(n − 1)) n 2 ε = 2n − 1 + (n − 1)
This can again be arbitrarily large for ε arbitrarily small.
We note that the situation for the parameterized problem for k > 1 is very different from the situation for the general problem. For every k > 1, it is not hard to show that any algorithm has competitive ratio of at most k/(k − 1). The reason for this is that if OPT rejected any item at all, then its bins are full up to at least 1 − 1/k.
The following lower bound tends to 1 + 1 e(k−1)
as n tends to infinity and is at least 1 + , where m = max j n i=j 1 i > 1 ∈ n e , n e .
Proof. Let n be the number of bins and let ε > 0 be a very small constant. Let m be the largest number 1 ≤ m < n such that Hence, depending on the exact value of n, m is either n e or n e .
The initial input is n! items of size ε. We first prove that, for any packing of these items, there exists an integer i, m ≤ i ≤ n, such that at least i bins receive strictly less than n! n+m−i items. Assume for the purpose of contradiction that this is not the case. Then, at least one bin has at least n!
The input sequence begins with 2kn − 2 items of size than 6 5 , to determine the optimal algorithm for the problem. Does there exist a polynomial time approximation scheme for the off-line version?
For the on-line version, we have considered the two standard bin packing problems from the literature. For dual bin packing, no algorithm is competitive in general, independent of whether the cost measure is the total size or the total number of accepted items. With the total accepted size as cost function, the situation is completely different for the parameterized version; for k ≥ 2, any algorithm has a parameterized competitive ratio between 1 + 
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